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Taken together, the synergistic effect of losing primary electrical
power sources in the first days of the war helped reduce Iraq's
ability to respond to Coalition attacks.'
The aerial bombardment of national electric power systems has long been
considered indispensable to an effective wartime campaign. From as long ago
as World War I to as recently as the Persian Gulf War, military planners have
focused on the neutralization or destruction of enemy power grids as a critical target set and the key to vital strategic centers of gravity. Specifically,
proponents assert that attacking electricity results in particularly damaging
"second-order" impacts on civilian morale, political leadership, military forces and materiel production.2
This concept has been championed by Col. John A. Warden, USAF (ret.),
who developed the theory of the "Five Strategic Rings" through his writings
and discussions within the Pentagon staff? The theory builds a framework for
the use of aerospace power. Each ring represents a different facet of a nation's
society: political leadership, economic systems, supporting infrastructure, population and military forces. Colonel Warden's innovation lays the foundation
for the notion of targeting national infrastructure to attack the enemy from
the "inside out, using airpower to skip over military forces, such as armies in
the field, to strike directly at state leadership." 4 Although the theory has been
touted by many as the aerospace strategy most appropriate for twenty-first-
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century warfare, the unspoken-but-known-result is the indirect targeting of
the civilian population, euphemistically referred to as "popular support.' There
lies the essence of a raging controversy and the focus of this work: the age-old
debate of military necessity versus appropriate discrimination among targets
and the proportionality of the attack.
From the warfighter's perspective, the military advantage gained by targeting national electric power systems justifies the incidental civilian casualties. Critics argue that the negative humanitarian impact significantly outweighs
the military benefit. They contend that the military's focus on direct harm to
noncombatants is an outmoded calculation for collateral damage in this age
of increased weapons lethality and this technology's catastrophic reverberative effects on civilian life-support systems.
The first section of this essay examines the value of targeting electrical systems and their vulnerabilities, and whether there is evidence to support the
theory. The second section contrasts the military's argument that attacking
the enemy's electric power grid is a necessity with critics' claims of disproportional humanitarian destruction. The third section assesses the resurgence
of jus ad bellum and its impact onjus in bello5 The devastation suffered by Iraq
as a result of systematic targeting of its national electric power system is the
best evidence, in the modem era, of the enormous destructive impact that
aerial attacks can have on noncombatants. Thus, Coalition practice during the
1991 Persian Gulf War will be offered to illustrate the debate.
The Target: Value and Vulnerability
Historically, electric power production has been viewed as a critical target
in every war since the early German Zeppelin raids on England during World
War I. The presumed value of the power grid as a target and its vulnerability
are at the core of this traditional military orthodoxy. Those who advocate
attacking the national power system assert that its inherent vulnerabilities make
it an ideal target for the application of aerospace power. They assign value to
this strategy based on the presumption that destroying electric power will
have decisive strategic effects throughout the Five Rings of society. Critics,
submitting the experiences of World War II and the Korean and Vietnam Wars
as positive evidence, say that the argument about targeting the enemy's pow6
er grid is fundamentally flawed and unsubstantiated.
National electric power systems differ in design and complexity. Nonetheless, they have certain basic structural components and technical aspects in
common. An explanation of their operations provides an understanding of
how the military perceives electric power systems to be both valuable and
vulnerable.
NationalPower Systems
A generic electric power system is composed of four basic subsystems: generation, control, transmission and distribution.7 An electric system is built
around the generation subsystem, comprising turbines and generators. Steam,
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hydro, thermal or nuclear sources provide sufficient force to turn the blades
of a turbine, which causes the associated generator to rotate, producing bulk
electricity.8 The building that houses the power plant is typically the primary
target of a belligerent seeking to interrupt the electrical power of an adversary. Destruction of the generation subsystem cripples electrical power at the
source because the delicately machined blades and sensitive generators are
extremely susceptible to damage from air attack. Furthermore, replacement
components are not usually readily available due to prohibitive capital costs,
so destruction of the turbine and generator results in long-term power loss?
Control subsystems-effectively the brains of
the national electric grid-coordinate the interconnectivity of the generating facilities to man- Disruption of the
age emergency power transfer and enhance
control
reliability. 10 A control center may be located either with a power station or separately, but in subsystem has
either case it is capable of integrating the sys- the potential to
tem." Although an integrated system provides
greater reliability, as power can easily be trans- cause problems
ferred from one area to another, it also presents
so severe that
a vulnerability. An attack on the control subsystem can produce cascading failures through- the need for
out the system, causing overloads and extended
further air attacks
equipment failure.12 Disruption of the control
subsystem has the potential to cause problems is substantially
so severe that the need for further air attacks is
reduced.
substantially reduced.
Another way of interdicting electrical power
at the source is to attack the transmission subsystem. Transformers receive electricity and convert it to a higher voltage for
transmission along high-voltage power lines.' 3 The Office of Technology Assessment identifies these "stepped-up" transformers as the primary vulnerability of the transmission subsystem. 14 Furthermore, unlike the generation
subsystem, which is shielded by a generator hall, stepped-up transformers are
located in open-air transformer yards where high-voltage power lines converge, and are thus vulnerable to air strikes.
The distribution network presents a much less profitable target for aerospace power. After electricity is transmitted on the high-voltage power lines,
it is received at a load center, converted back to a lower voltage ("stepped
down") and disbursed to users throughout the network. These stepped-down
transformer stations are smaller and present a less identifiable target for air
strikes. Unlike their larger cousins, they are of a standard design and are readily
interchangeable. 15 Consequently, the impact of an aerial attack on this part of
the system is short-term and restricted to the limited area supplied by the
particular transformer.
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Strategic Thought: Fact or Myth
The alleged strategic value of attacking electricity is best reflected in Colonel Warden's concept of the Five Strategic Rings, although the basic presumption that aerial attack of a nation from the "inside out" will yield strategic
results has been in existence in varying forms since the 1930s. 16 Planners theorized that the synergistic effects of targeting schemes devised to turn out the
enemy's lights would extend beyond mere military consequences and have a
decisive impact on its sociopolitical and economic infrastructure. A brief survey of history sugCustomary and gests that this assumption remains in doubt.
In World War II, both Allied and German
conventional law planners
designed air plans to exploit the purof noncombatant ported advantages of this hypothesis. The Allies' Air War Plans Document gave the highest
immunity has priority to targeting electricity, because German
had difficulty industry relied7 almost exclusively on electric
motor power Likewise, following its loss at
keeping pace Stalingrad, Nazi Germany, through its Aktion
with weapons Russland plan, sought to regain momentum by
attacking the Soviets' interconnected electric
technology. power grid 8 Circumstances forced the belligerents to reprioritize their war efforts and reduce the importance of the systematic targeting
of the enemy's national electric power grid, and neither plan was put into
effect. Thus, at the close of World War II, while there continued to be significant interest in electricity as a target set, no concrete data existed to support
the theory.
During the early phase of the Korean War, the targeting of electricity was
virtually nonexistent. As the conflict wore on, however, the Truman administration began to look for a way to force North Korea and its Communist sponsors to be more amenable to peace. In 1952, the United States turned to the
Air Pressure Strategy to accomplish this goal.'9 Planners believed targeting
electric power would increase the enemy's costs of war, reduce its warfighting effectiveness and impose sufficient hardship on the civilian population
that the leadership would be coerced into a more tractable negotiating position.20 Tactically, the operation was extremely successful, but it failed to achieve
the sought-after strategic results. China and the USSR increased their technical assistance, and North Korea was able to satisfy its electrical needs through
portable generators. Despite the loss of primary electrical power, the leadership maintained its resolve and continued to fight.
In Vietnam, the United States once again resorted to airpower as a means
of bringing the Communist government to heel. North Vietnam's electric power
was a primary target of Operation Rolling Thunder and Linebacker I and Hl. It
was postulated that the systematic destruction of the electric power system
would induce capitulation. 2 As in Korea, the operations were tactical success-
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es, 2 but strategic failures. Despite the loss of nearly all electrical power, the
Hanoi government was able to implement sufficient curative measures-public conservation, manual tooling, portable generators and relocation of military industrial production-to sustain its efforts to unify Vietnam.
Obviously, the role of strategic bombing differs in context from total war
(World War 11) to limited war (Korea and Vietnam). Nevertheless, its history
provides little proof that targeting national electric power production achieves
the purported wide-ranging ramifications over the scope of the Five Rings.
Targeting and the Law: Noncombatant Immunity Issues
The requirement that an operational commander refrain from conduct that
exposes civilians to unnecessary risk of harm is well-settled and universally
accepted as both customary and conventional law.23 The regime of noncombatant immunity requires belligerents to distinguish at all times between the
noncombatant civilian populace and combatants, and between civilian and
military objects, and to direct operations only against military objectives. 24 The
principles of discrimination and proportionality are the fundamental components of noncombatant immunity and serve as the cornerstones of jus in bello.
Although the concept of noncombatant immunity evolved from the thirteenthcentury philosophical and theological writings of St. Thomas Aquinas, its antecedents originated in the ancient writings of the Greek ethicists Aristotle
and Plato, and the Roman philosopher-statesman Cicero. 5 The concept de26
rives its present-day construction from the Hague and Geneva Conventions.
Applicable to the means and methods of warfare across the entire spectrum
and in every medium, noncombatant immunity was originally developed to
insulate civilians from the ravages of land warfare. However, the customary
and conventional law of noncombatant immunity has had difficulty keeping
pace with weapons technology, especially where aerial bombardment is involved.
In 1938, British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain posited three established principles of international law applicable to air warfare:
It is a violation of international law to bomb civilians as such and
to make deliberate attacks upon civilian populations. Targets which
are aimed at from the air must be legitimate military objectives and
must be capable of identification. Reasonable care must be taken in
attacking these military objectives so that by carelessness civilians
in the neighborhood are not bombedThere has been general concurrence with Chamberlain's standard of reasonable care and broad consistency in the interpretation of these rules between the United States government and humanitarian law advocates. 28
Nevertheless, a primary point of contention continues regarding issues of
military necessity, humanity, discrimination and proportionality as subsumed
in the concept of collateral damage. 9
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The U.S. Air Force defines military necessity as the "principle which justifies measures of regulated force not forbidden by international law which are
indispensable for securing the prompt submission of the enemy, with the least
possible expenditures of economic and human resources." 30 The use of force
must at all times minimize civilian casualties and prohibit disproportionate
and indiscriminate death and destruction in accordance with the principles of
military necessity, humanity, discrimination and
Humanitarians proportionality. The crux of the debate between
the U.S. military's interpretation of the legal obligations imposed by these principles and the
the
that
argue

focus of the U.S.

humanitarians' view resides in the discussion of
the appropriate methodology to be applied

military on direct

when calculating the relative values of discrim-

injury or death as

permissible collateral damage. Presently, the

ination, proportionality, military advantage and

calculus for

United States adheres to the view that proportionality is equivalent to a prohibition on the
direct or negligent targeting of civilians.3' Fur-

collateral

thermore, the U.S. view asserts that proportion-

casualties reflects

campaign rather than on a target-by-target basis.-3 Humanitarians argue that the focus of the

the exclusive

short-sighted

ality is calculated on the basis of an overall

U.S. military on direct injury or death as the
exclusive calculus for collateral casualties is a
reflection of short-sighted thinking. They assert
that the collateral damage problem to be addressed is not so much the direct civilian casualties resulting from an attack,
but rather the reverberating effects of attacks on civilian infrastructure, such
as electricity? 3 In essence, humanitarians are suggesting that the concept of
collateral damage be broadened to keep pace with weapons technology and
societal change. In their view, this is the appropriate calculus for the determination of what constitutes disproportionality and indiscriminate attacks. Advocates of this position further contend that customary and conventional law
require that collateral damage be assessed by this model. In support of this
assertion they rely upon the requisites of Protocol I Additional to the 1949
Geneva Conventions.M
Protocol I sets out detailed rules, and codifies for the first time the customary nature of noncombatant immunity law.35 The basic premise of Protocol I is
reflected by the following phrase:

thinking,

...the civilian population as such, as well as individual civilians,
shall not be the object of attack. Acts or threats of violence the primary purpose of which is to spread terror among the civilian pop36
ulation are prohibited.
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The Protocol has been hailed by scholars and statesmen alike as bringing
needed clarity to the rather abstract nature of noncombatant immunity law,
and eliminating from consideration certain categories of targets that had previously been deemed lawful? 7 It also establishes a precise definition of indiscriminate attacks, including.
those which may be expected to cause incidental loss of civilian
life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian objects, or a combination
thereof, which would be excessive in relation to the concrete and
direct military advantage anticipated. 8
At present, there are 143 parties to the Protocol; however, it has yet to gain
universal acceptance, as the United States continues to withhold ratification 9
The United States has not ratified Protocol I, due to what the Reagan administration termed "fundamental and irreconcilable flaws,"40 and the United States
is thus not bound by the Protocol.4 ' Humanitarians argue that the refusal to ratify Protocol I is
a moot point that fails to insulate the United The systemic
States from the binding character of its substantive law requirements. Citing U.S. military man- nullification of
uals on international law, which use language electric power is
consistent with and in some cases identical to
the Protocol, 42 and specific statements by State tantamount to an
Department spokespersons, 4 humanitarian ad- indiscriminate
vocates assert that U.S. practice has recognized
the customary nature of the Protocol. They es- use of force.
sentially argue that the United States is bound
by customary international law as codified by
Protocol I. Recognizing that customary international law prohibits attacks that
can be expected to result in excessive civilian casualties, they contend that the
systematic nullification of electric power is such an attack and therefore tantamount to an indiscriminate use of force.
This debate raises a number of interesting questions, particularly in view of
the occurrences in the Persian Gulf War, and returns our focus from noncombatant immunity in general to the law as it pertains to the specific issue of
electricity as a target set As some scholars have noted, the Gulf conflict is
relevant as the most recent example of hostilities involving a significant number of diverse states from which to glean modem nation-state practice. 4 The
Gulf conflict, especially with regard to U.S. aerospace operations, has caused
many to wonder whether the principles of noncombatant immunity continue
to have any merit."5 The issue is most articulately phrased by the following
query:
... whether the concept of proportionality has any content in customary international law independent of the prohibition of direct
attacks on civilians, or of negligence in either the selection of the
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target or the conduct of the attack itself? 6

Is Chivalry Dead: Iraq
Our air strikes were the most effective, yet [the most] humane, in
7
the history of warfare.
-George Bush, May 29, 1991, as quoted in the Department of
Defense's Title V report to Congress, "Conduct of the Persian
Gulf War."
The enormous devastation that did result from the massive aerial
attacks suggests that the legal standards of distinction and proportionality did not have much practical effect.48
-Oscar Schachter, "United Nations Law in the Gulf Conflict."
The stark contrast between these two statements causes one to wonder
whether they refer to the same set of hostilities. President Bush's comment
reflects the view held by most Americans-and echoes the numerous pronouncements by Coalition spokespersons - that extreme care was taken to
avoid damage to civilian installations. Notwithstanding these declarations of
benign intent, it is difficult to reconcile the virtual total destruction of the
Iraqi civilian life-support system with the prophylactic requirements of noncombatant immunity. There was a strikingly evident imbalance between the
supposed military advantage to be gained from attacking electricity and the
discrimination and proportionality constraints devised for the protection of
noncombatant civilians.
The Persian Gulf War ushered in the new age of hyperwar: the integration
of space-based information systems; Command, Control, Communications,
Computers and Intelligence (C41); and warfare platforms expands the twentieth-century battlefield into the all-encompassing realm of twenty-first-century battlespace. Exploiting the presumptive weaknesses of the enemy's national
electric power grid is a primary component of the aerospace aspect of hyperwar. As alluded to earlier, the concept of the Five Rings envisions an "insideout" approach to the enemy's strategic center of gravity. The Coalition air
operation, in large part taken from Colonel Warden's warfare philosophy, was
to put into effect the lessons learned from World War II, Korea and Vietnam.
The systematic nullification of the Iraqi national electric power grid was designed to accomplish a dual purpose. First, planners sought to cripple key
elements of Iraq's military apparatus, specifically air defense systems, telecommunications systems and the command and control network.4 9 Second,
they surmised that the degradation of electrical power would paralyze the
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leadership, 0 cause political turmoil and lead to the demise of Saddam Hussein.
In terms of pure destruction and effective interdiction of electric power, the
air operation was highly successful. Electric power in Iraq was, for the most
part, terminated on the first night of the war." By war's end, the Iraqi system
had been reduced to approximately 15 percent of its prewar capability 2 The
U.S. Department of Defense's final report to Congress, "Conduct of the Persian Gulf War," (known as the "Title V" report) suggests that the foundational theories of targeting electricity were proven to be correct
Attacks on Iraqi power facilities shut down their effective operation and eventually collapsed the national power grid. This had a
cascading effect, reducing or eliminating the reliable supply of electricity needed to power NBC (nuclear, biological and chemical)
weapons, production facilities, as well as other war-supporting industries; to refrigerate bio-toxins and some CW (chemical warfare)
agents; to power the computer systems required to integrate the air
defense network; to pump fuel and oil from storage facilities into
trucks, tanks, and aircraft; to operate reinforced doors at aircraft
storage and maintenance facilities; and to provide the lighting and
power for maintenance, planning, repairs and the loading of bombs
and explosive agents. This increased Iraqi use of less reliable backup power generators, which, generally are slow to come on line,
and provide less power5 3
However, other opinions suggest there is far too little evidence to make
definitive assumptions about the impact of the loss of electricity on Iraq's actual military capability and political cohesion.P It is conceded that the systematic neutralization of the electric grid did cause various subcomponents of the
Iraqi war machine to break down, providing a tactical advantage; however,
there are too many outstanding variables to disprove the historical trend-that
nullification of electricity has only minimal effect. In view of the paucity of
empirical evidence providing the real-term advantage gained, many have considered the devastation suffered by the civilian population as a result of the
interdiction of electric power to be disproportionate.
The Bush administration clearly recognized that the systematic nullification of electricity and the concomitant impact on civilians would be a controversial issue 5 and anticipated that the disagreement over Protocol I and the
disparity in viewpoints on collateral damage would come to the forefront.
The Title V report seeks to explain the rationale behind the targeting plan and
to allay criticism. Press releases issued during the war aggressively refuted
naysayers, constantly referring to the genuine commitment of Coalition forces
to minimize collateral casualties5 5 Gen. Buster Glosson, commander of the
Coalition's air operations, said that targets were selected to minimize collateral damage, reduce recuperation time and limit the impact on the civilian pop-
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ulation s In essence, the Coalition, led by the United States, argued that the
targeting scheme was mandated not only by military necessity, but also by
the desire to minimize casualties (both combatant and noncombatant). Unfortunately, the death toll belies this rationale. It has been conservatively asserted that more than 70,000 noncombatant deaths can be directly attributed to
the systematic elimination of Iraq's electrical power.The Gulf War Air Power Survey (GWAPS) concluded that the systematic
neutralization of the electric power grid was achieved with "remarkably little
collateral damage."5 9 The evidence supporting the GWAPS finding is undisputed: the incidence of unintended injury or
death sustained by noncombatants as a direct
Crucial items result of aerospace operations was surprisingly
60
However, this estimate fails to include the
were lost to the low.
collateral casualties that resulted from the renoncombatant verberating effects of the attacks. The Gulf War
populace as a provides a real-world laboratory within which
to examine the reality of collateral damage,
result of the based upon the lethality of twenty-first-century
reverberating warfare. Never before has there been so much
devastation visited upon a civilian population
effects of the as a result of accurately placed munitions. Ciharm was exacerbated by the fact that
aerial vilian
noncombatants were otherwise spared the dibombardment of rect effects of urban aerial assault by the use of
electricity. Precision Guided Munitions61 (PGMs) and other
highly efficient techniques, which eliminated
life-support systems but left the civilian population in place. The impact on the health infrastructure was profound, resulting in reduced hospital capacity; inability to
refrigerate adequate quantities of vaccines and medicines; limited capacity to
purify and distribute water; and an increase in waterborne diseases due to the
inability to treat and dispose of raw sewage.62 Furthermore, it was subsequently
discovered that agricultural production was significantly affected, as the power
loss reduced irrigation capacity to Iraq's arable land, resulting in decreased
yields.63
The United States accepts as customary international law the prohibition
against intentionally targeting drinking-water installations, foodstuffs, crops,
livestock and other objects indispensable to the survival of the civilian popuIation. 64 However, in the case of Iraq, these crucial items were lost to the noncombatant populace as a result of the reverberating effects of the aerial
bombardment of electricity. Some would argue that such is the price of war.
But, this argument only has merit if the nullification of electricity conferred a
direct and concrete military advantage commensurate or superior in its effect
when balanced against the unintended casualties. There are a number of authors who either challenge the proof submitted by the United States as to the
military advantage gained, or specifically assert that the complete destruction
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of the infrastructure of a highly developed post-industrial state was in itself
excessive and a violation of the Coalition partners' obligations under the law
of noncombatant immunity.6 Such a view ignores a significant legal distinction between the intentional targeting of items essential for civilian survival
and the second-order effects resulting from striking lawful target sets. Moreover, the knotty problem presented by dual-purpose power grids is a conundrum worthy of King Gordius himself. Nonetheless, the tens of thousands of
Iraqi noncombatant casualties resulting from the reverberating effects of the
intentional targeting of the national power grid certainly argues for a consensus on collateral damage and incidental injury more protective than current
agreements.
The argument that the legality of targeting electricity should be reassessed
because of weapon lethality and precision technology is only part of the issue.
The merit, if any, in the call for a reassessment lies fundamentally in the interdependent nature of the modem-day interconnected civil support system. As
we progress toward the twenty-first century, more and more people are moving into urban areas for increased job opportunities and improved quality of
life, particularly in the developing nations.65 The ever-growing city populations and resultant energy demand require far greater integration of those
mechanisms of life sustainment than before to maintain operating efficiencies
that do not outstrip capacity. Electricity is the life's blood of the modem-day
state, especially in the core urban centers.67 Baghdad is a distressing example
of the cascading repercussions of the systematic elimination of electric power
in an integrated urbanized support structure. The devastation that rippled
throughout the Iraqi infrastructure resulted in the death of 30 times more civilians than did direct war effects. 6s Civil support has become so dependent
upon electricity that even temporary interruption can wreak havoc upon the
most advanced and redundant power grids.6 9 The increased risk to noncombatants as a result of this movement toward global urbanization and the resultant dependency upon electricity are the principal reasons that a
reassessment may be in order.
Law is often seen to be reflective of the ever-evolving human condition.
The law of armed conflict should be particularly sensitive to this need, in
view of the horrific impact that war has on the lives and welfare of innocent
men, women and children who have no involvement in or ability to affect the
decisions of war. If a reassessment of the target set is inappropriate or too
hard, then perhaps refining the definition of collateral damage to require a
more detailed examination of the potential reverberating effects of aerial attacks would be more acceptable. An accommodation of the latter sort would
be a compromise that enhances protection for those most susceptible to the
vagaries of war, while not completely stripping campaign planners of an option they consider vital to success.
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Jus Ad Bellum: New Considerations
To what extent, if any, should the positive law of noncombatant immunity
be linked to moral or religious beliefs regarding the justifiability of actions
undertaken in war?70 Is it truly an unavoidable conclusion that jus ad bellum
provides the context within which jus in bello has content and meaning, and as
such dictates the propriety of the application of force? If these questions are
answered in the affirmative does it, as Dorothy Sayers concludes, "[transform]
the laws of combat into an arbitrary code similar to the rules of a game, having no validity except in a general consensus of opinion?" 7' As previously
outlined, the contemporary law of noncombatant immunity has its basis in
moral theory, but over time it has evolved into a distinct process of required
behavior. The reemergence of jus ad bellum as a relevant factor bearing upon
the interpretation of the legal issues of jus in bello clouds, to some degree, that
process. Progress by the international community in jus in bello had caused
many to relegate jus ad bellum to the dustbin of history. However, in the eyes
of many scholars and theologians, the justifications offered by the Coalition
forces in the Persian Gulf War in support of the means and methods of warfare employed has, for better or worse, breathed new life into the principle of
just war. 2
It has been suggested that the international community would never have
tolerated the collateral casualties resulting from the Gulf War aerospace operations had the Coalition not employed the rhetoric of just war.n The Coalition's public relations strategy effectively impressed upon the world community
that although there would be loss of innocent life, such loss would be in support of a noble cause. This is not to say that the Coalition engaged in mere
public relations. The United States was quite adamant on the issue of Coalition compliance with the standards of jus in bello. However, the standards as
applied in the Gulf are arguably less controversial because of the implications
of morality and rightness injected by the resort to jus ad bellum for legitimization.74 The almost unanimous international condemnation of Saddam's attack
on Kuwait and the unusual restraint that nations exercised in withholding
criticism of Coalition tactics reflect thatjus ad bellum has clearly reemerged as
a substantive issue in the law of armed conflict. One commentator summarized it in the following manner: "the interpretation of [the] proportionality
[requirement] by the Coalition forces reflects the perception that their use of
force was a legal response to Iraq's unlawful force." 7 The general international acceptance of the Coalition's overall activities in pursuit of its just cause,
particularly the aerial bombardment in and around Baghdad, tends to suggest
that assessment of direct and concrete military advantage is measured in direct proportion to the justness of one's casus belli. Thus, the concepts of proportionality and discrimination would seem for the moment to have no
application beyond negligence or intentional behavior. As outlined by Judith
Gardam, in light of Coalition practice in the Gulf, the legal regime governing
proportionality and the prevention of collateral casualties proscribes:
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a. only those attacks that intentionally target civilians; and
b. those involving negligence, either in ascertaining the nature of a
target or in the conduct of the attack itself, so as to amount to the
direct targeting of civilians. 76
These tenets demonstrate the prevailing military focus on short-term intent
or direct effect, as opposed to unintended, but foreseeable, long-term consequences of military activity. Nonetheless, this construction appears to beg the
issue presented by the common law principle that reflects that one is presumed to have intended the expected, natural and probable consequences of
one's actions. Under the premise as reflected by (a) and (b) above, considered
from the conceptual viewpoint with jus ad bellum as theoretical support, the
finding of excessive casualties cannot be asserted where in the course of aerial bombardment
care was taken in identifying the nature of the The temporary
target and the attack was executed in a diligent
interruption of
manner.
Lessons for Future Missions

electrical power
could potentially
accomplish a
given military
objective without
the attendant
devastation
suffered by Iraq.

The campaign for the disqualification of electricity as a lawful target set will in all likelihood
remain undecided for the foreseeable future. In
treating this issue, humanitarian activists assert
that the military's interpretation of what is lawful is not the complete source for determining
the applicable standard. Substantively, in their
view, the unknown and unanticipated effects?
should be the reason to reconsider electricity as
a legitimate target set. Objectively, the purpose
of the law of armed conflict, of which noncombatant immunity is only part, is not to impede the waging of war by legitimate means but to focus the effect of hostilities upon enemy combatants and
to preclude unnecessary human misery and physical destruction.78 Humanitarians are adamant that targeting national electric power grids fails to satisfy
these criteria. To date, the military establishment has vigorously resisted this
interpretation. As a practical matter, legalistic limitations on the use of force
deemed inconsistent with the fundamental principles of warfare that inhibit
the legitimate pursuit of national political and military aims will go unheeded
by the international community. Whether the uses of modem warfare require
a per se rule is unclear. Arguably, in the fast-paced, synchronized environment of twenty-first-century battlespace, the temporary interruption of electrical power could potentially accomplish a given military objective without
the attendant devastation suffered by Iraq. It is unrefuted that the nullification of electricity can potentially provide a short-term or tactical military advantage, such as degradation of enemy air-defense systems. However, the
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reputed long-term operational and strategic benefits remain questionable. The
national and international debate generated by critical studies of U.S. air operations targeting electricity in the Gulf and the current administration's decision to reconsider the viability of Protocol I suggest that this element of
traditional military orthodoxy may eventually be revised for the better protection of noncombatants.
The military establishment's defense, that the use of precision munitions
addresses the issue of collateral damage as it bears upon aerospace power
and the targeting of electricity, is woefully insufficient. As noted, under the
law as currently defined, the military is absolutely correct and was proven to
be so in the Gulf conflict. Precision technology limits the immediate and direct harmful effects of aerial bombardment However, one must take issue
with the assertion that the systemic destruction
of civil infrastructure through the use of preciShaping the rule sion weapons actually reduces the harmful efof law in warfare fects of war. Ironically, the very capability of
precision potentially augurs greater collateral
for the better casualties, not less. The accuracy of precision
protection of technology breathes reality into the theory of the
Five Strategic Rings, by permitting the warfightnoncombatants er to avoid direct engagement of the enemy and
is an appropriate to attack him indirectly in-depth beyond the
battlefield, by striking civil infrastructure-locatmatter for the ed in the midst of the civilian population-which
exercise of our supports the enemy's war effort. This is clearly
both an efficient and effective application of
international force without the normal risk of loss in national
and treasure. Unfortunately, such a methleadership. blood
odology not only impedes the enemy in some
respects, but it also eliminates the civilian lifesupport system. It would be impractical to advocate that a nation not use all legitimate means within its power to safeguard
its personnel and attain victory. That is certainly not the thrust of the opinion
offered here. It would be equally ridiculous to advocate the prohibition of
PGMs and herald a return to the imprecise iron bomb. However, it is neither
impractical nor insensitive to strategic concerns to urge that targeting concepts and the law that governs them keep pace with technology. Otherwise,
improvements in aiming will be far less beneficial to mankind than science
intended.
Targeting considerations must extend beyond direct effects. Collateral damage, by legal definition, must include a requirement to examine the reverberative effects of military action. Every target set is different, but some targets
(like electricity), due to the potential for long-term effects, demand that collateral damage be considered with a significantly broader view. One could argue that if this suggestion is accepted, the campaign planner, in addition to
executing a military function, would have to engage in an esoteric estimation
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to determine at which point the reverberative effect becomes so distant from
the military action as to be too attenuated for proximate cause. This would
essentially transform campaign-strike planning into an exercise in theoretical
scholastic postulation. Such a characterization would be insincere; in essence,
the planner's function does not change or become unduly burdensome merely
because an additional level of cognition is required in order to fulfill faithfully the obligations of discrimination and proportionality relative to collateral
costs. Neither would it require some hypothetical collateral casualty assessment.
An abstract determination as to what is an acceptable level of noncombatant casualties is impossible, has no practical value and would be subject to
interminable debate. However, as twenty-first-century warfare looms on the
horizon, the events in Iraq reflect that greater restraint-i.e., a behavioral
change in the waging of war-is necessary. As the revolution in military affairs takes hold, and the rationale for defense strategy and planning shifts
from threat to capability and from liability to opportunity, the United States
will be free to think in terms of shaping the future. 79 Consequently, civilian
leaders and military planners must contemplate how the blunt instrument of
military force can be fashioned into the more precise political vehicle envisioned by the military strategist Karl von Clausewitz. As the sole surviving
superpower, the United States has substantial influence over the character of
the international system. Shaping the rule of law in warfare for the better
protection of noncombatants is an appropriate matter for the exercise of our
international leadership. As technology increases military reach and the global community becomes more interdependent and smaller in terms of time
and space, failure to develop mutual understandings and nation-state initiatives to reduce the pernicious effects of armed conflict progressively will result in noncombatant immunity becoming more of a theoretical ethic than a
standard of substantive protection.
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